

While communicating the enclosed copy of Minutes of the Review meeting held by Commissioner of Technical Education, T.S., Hyderabad with the Principals of Government Polytechnics on 12.06.2017, all the officers and Principals of the Government Polytechnics are hereby directed to take up the follow up action and submit compliances.

Encl: As above

Sd/- A. VANI PRASAD  
COMMISSIONER

To
The Principals of Govt. Polytechnics/ Institutions in the State  
Copy to all the officers in the Commissionate  
Copy to the Secretary, SBTET, Telangana, Hyderabad.  
Copy to the RJD (TE), Telangana State, Hyderabad.  
Copy to Stock File/Spare.

//F.B.O//

SUPERINTENDENT

16.06.2017
Minutes of the Review Meeting convened by The Commissioner of Technical Education, at RUSA Centre, Nampally to review the status of NBA accreditation and preparedness of Principals and to orient certain Principals/OSDs of new Government Polytechnics concerned at 11.30AM on 12/06/2017.

A meeting is convened by Commissioner of Technical Education, Telangana, Hyderabad at RUSA Centre, Nampally to review the progress of NBA accreditation of Government Polytechnics 11.00 AM on 12/06/2017.

The meeting is chaired by CTE, and the senior officers, faculty from SNIT and Former principal of OUWC and drafted principals attended the meeting.

The following decisions were taken after detailed deliberations:

I. THE INTRODUCTION:

1. The secretary, SBTET and The Joint Director has informed the existing status of SARs with respect to Polytechnics and need for NBA accreditation. The Polytechnics older than seven years will not get AICTE approval for additional courses without NBA accreditation hence new Polytechnics shall apply for NBA accreditation. Hence department has Identified seven new Polytechnics for NBA accreditation.

II. EXPERIENCES AND BEST PRACTICES OF GPW,WARANGAL

The Principal, GP (W), Warangal given a presentation on SAR submitted to NBA for accreditation of his institute.

2. Sri.P.Narasimha Reddy Executive Director of SNIT and Prof. B.T Seetha NAAC coordinator and other participants has discussed the content of SAR of GP(W), Warangal and it was opined that certain modifications need to be made. During the discussions it was stated that in case of students performance annual/semester exam results shall be taken for arriving attainment levels and incase of internal assessment the unit test marks shall be taken in to consideration. The SAR was thoroughly deliberated and discussed by the invitees and the principals of GPTs participated in the meeting. The salient points of deliberations are

- The vision mission statement is to be prepared basing on the local Committee needs only and not common to all Polytechnics.
- Prof B.T Seetha NAAC coordinator informed that NBA accreditation is going to benefit the students as the certificate from a NBA accredidated institute is more valued.
- The Secretary, SBTET, Telangana, Hyderabad has informed that the subject outcomes, Course outcomes, programme Educational Outcomes and curriculum, students performance are the areas where the Principal have to concentrate more and in these areas the Principals are facing the difficulty in Documentation.
- The Secretary SBTET informed that some principals are also citing the different reasons like non availability of internet etc., for not applying for accreditation. Principals are delegated with full financial powers for utilizing non government funds under their control for such activities hence they can overcome such problems.
✓ In respect of Faculty contributions facilities and Technical support for Academic and teaching learning process which is another important area the Principals themselves have to attend to.
✓ To Enlighten and to prepare the SAR Document, It is opined that the branch wise staff of all the institutions shall be called (EEE Course of all NBA proposed NBA) for one day session so that the documentation can be completed with the help of NBA mentors.

III. ORIENTATION:

3. Sri.P.Narasimha Reddy and his team has presented a PPT on the methodology of preparation of Self Assessment Report for the benefit of all principals and also explained about the changes introduced in new Self assessment report 2015. All principals were explained about program outcomes and course outcomes, direct assessment and indirect assessment and related assessment problems in preparation of SAR.

IV Future Strategy and CTE’s Remarks

The Commissioner of Technical Education interacted with all Principals of Polytechnics. The staff members in Civil and ECE sections shall be posted immediately as desired by the Principal, GPW, Warangal.

The CTE stressed the need for NBA accreditation as there is every need for student centered teaching and strengthening of EDCs and SDCs in Polytechnics. The CTE desired that every institutions should be vibrant and should conduct all the practicals at institution level to provide hands on skill to the students and to keep equipment in full working condition and students should have self confidence and improved communication skills when he pass out with diploma so as to face the competition in Job market.

The CTE has informed all the participants that it is the State Government Policy to get NBA accreditation for all polytechnics hence all principals should strive to get NBA accreditation.

Principals were directed to prepare the PPTs from each institution on the outcome and performance as per SAR of NBA within two weeks and CTE may call for presentation by the staff at any time.

Sd/- A. VANI PRASAD
COMMISSIONER